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Life is a Lemon and I Want My Money Back!

• Bobby’s personal history:  Early in my career I split my time between work with the developmentally 

disabled and work with the Crime Victims Board in NYC.

• I worked directly with and within precincts in NYC.

• As time went on, I specialized in developmental disabilities but kept my ties to law enforcement with 

trainings, word of mouth of officers with kids diagnosed with ASD and the government insurance 

programs that funneled government employees in my general direction.

• As a result of this, I am often the person that is called when an individual with a developmental disability 

has become involved with law enforcement (either as victim or alleged offender).

• I have done trainings all over the U.S., Western Europe and a guest tour of Japan as “The American 

Middleweight.”



“Nothing is ever what it seems to be, but everything is exactly 

what it is”  (Buckaroo Banzai)

• To try to make the points as concrete as possible, I will be using stories from my own history in this 

presentation, situations where I was called in or asked to review after the fact.

• “Throat Tattoo allows his eyes to divert quickly towards his equally muscular friend inside the car, and then at the 
growing queue of other cars behind the city jeep. No one is making the slightest move to come to his assistance. 
No one beeps. No one moves. Everyone seems to be thinking the same thing: If a non-throat-tattooed man of 
Ove’s age without any hesitation steps up to a throat-tattooed man of the age of this Throat Tattoo and presses 
him up against a car in this manner, then it’s very likely not the throat-tattooed man one should be most worried 
about annoying.”  (Fredrick Backman, A Man Called Ove)



It’s Not What You’re Sure of, it’s What you Don’t Know

• As societal conditions have changed over the past few decades and more people with developmental 

disabilities live at home or in the community, there is more opportunity for interaction with first responders 

(police, fire, EMT, etc.).

• This has not, sadly, created a situation of greater understanding.  In fact, often the opposite as what is 

meant by “Autism” can be the difference between Meat Loaf or Bonnie Tyler versus Hanson or One 

Direction.

• Misinformation or lack of knowledge regarding individuals diagnosed with ASD has led to tragedy  (e.g, 

Calumett City, 2012 discussed below and a caregiver being shot in Miami in 2016).

• In my personal experience, as more people are diagnosed with ASD, more and more people “think they 

know” what ASD is and are working from a very narrow understanding of the spectrum.

• I have even been called in when a lawyer attempted to use “he has undiagnosed ASD” as an “insanity 

defense” in a case of online minor grooming.  Spoiler:  the man was not on the Spectrum.



A Sharp Dressed Man

• I was consulting at a school and a few months in, I walked in on a 345 pound student having a violent 

aggressive episode.  I went to try to help him calm himself.  Staff suddenly started yelling “YOUR 

JACKET!”

• The jacket in question was my volunteer firefighter jacket, and I looked very good in it.  (????)

• What I did NOT know was that this student’s family would call the fire department when he had explosive 

tantrums.

• Most 1st Responders:

• never receive training in working with people with developmental disabilities.

• Training they do receive often suggests behaviors that are antithetical to what we might suggest in 

de-escalation and crisis intervention and behavior management. The very behaviors we associate 

with a person in a behavioral crisis is exactly what many first responders are taught means 

explosive violence is imminent (e.g., pacing, talking to self, hands in pockets, yelling, 

jumping/darting, failure to respond to instructions or to answer, etc.).

• To then blame them is a “set up”.



Keep Me in Your Heart for a While, an Avoidable Tragedy

• A teenager, 5-10 and 220 pounds, diagnosed with ASD, was shot and killed during an encounter with the 

police.

• He had charged the police with a “kitchen knife” and cut through the sleeve of an officer’s shirt.  What type 

of knife is in dispute.

• It was not their first call to this location, at least ten calls in two years were recorded.  This policy of calling 

authorities was suggested by doctors and social workers.

• “Every other time you just tased him!”



“What Kind of Mickey Mouse outfit names their team The 

Ducks?”

• There are aspect of the Autism Spectrum Disorders that we all take for granted that others will not fathom 

(just a few examples):

- The previously mentioned significance of a piece of clothing

- Unusual sensory sensitivity (lights, sirens?)

- Ritualistic behavior (I have an awesome bite scar caused by a Free Throw obsession)

- An adult possibly becoming violently upset that a schedule or expectation has been upset

- Splinter skills such that the individual can do something seemingly advanced but not something more 

basic (say in conversation/answering questions)

- ORANGE CASSIDY?????

- “SILENCE!!!  I KILL YOU!!!”



That’s the Terror of Knowing What this World is About: 

Examples of times I have been called in

• Inappropriate touching of others, an example unrecognized even at ABAI conference (including partialistic

behavior on the NYC subway).

• Aggression towards others playing a radio loudly.

• Throwing rocks and bottles at a train off schedule

• Stealing items from a store

• Screaming when he could not have an item in a store and parents could not get him to leave.  

• Always bolting to the frozen food section of the supermarket (spoiler: it turned out to be related to Sex Ed)

• Incest

• Stalking

• A teenager with ASD attempting to physically pull younger children into private spots

• A 55 year old refusing to leave the line to sit on Santa’s lap and inviting preschoolers on the line to his 

apartment to play.



The Stakes We are Gambling Are Frighteningly High

• There is no room for being uncomfortable.  

• Bobby quote:  “We’re in this for all day.”

• The implications for your client for failure to provide instruction range from public embarrassment (Amy 

Gravino has done wonderful talks where she shares very personal and painful experiences, I strongly 

recommend listening/watching her recordings) to physical assault to incarceration to death.

• There can also be serious implications for you as the clinician.



“That’s No Baby, Janet”  Infantilization is the Enemy!



Protective Oversight versus Respecting Autonomy 

• We are required to walk this tightrope, often by regulatory agencies who are perfectly willing to talk out of 

both sides of their collective faces, with possible legal implications for being too restrictive, or not restrictive 

enough.

• Serious Bobby question:  how about liability for failure to address crucial skills when that leads to terrible 

outcomes and vulnerability (educational negligence)?

• State laws will vary tremendously in terms of what is required and what is even allowed (e.g., sex 

ed).  It is crucial to know your state laws!



“They make hypocrite judgements, after the fact, but the name 

of the game is be hit and hit back…”

• The residence where I was overseeing behavioral programming was cited for not allowing a resident 

enough “private time.”

• My concern was that he liked to tinker and had MacGuyvered the elevator in his prior home, nearly leading 

to his death, along with other residents of the apartment building.

• He got his additional private time and took out the window guards and jumped out of a fourth floor window.

• He lived, but broke both his legs.  One of my Lucifer Morningstar hell-loops that I did not fight harder 

against the mandate.

• The agency where I worked was hit with two lawsuits and citations from the family and regulatory agency 

that made us allot more “private time”.  One for negligence and one to ensure we did not try to refer him to 

another setting.  There are precedents of schools being sued for failure to supervise, something we were 

actually forced into here.



We Just Disagree:  Another Threatened Lawsuit

• The young man would throw rocks and bottles at trains he thought were off schedule.  Or neighbors who 

he perceived were playing radios/televisions too loudly, or cars who he perceived were playing their radios 

too loudly.

• He also engaged in Partialistic behavior on the subway.

• This led to police involvement.

• I was threatened and had to meet with family lawyers over plans to have him supervised in travel.



Send Lawyers, Guns and Money

• A participant in the adult services program wanted to borrow the noise cancelling headphones I wear when 

shooting at the pistol range.

• He was going to a concert; once he told me who was performing I totally got why he would not want to 

hear anything.  But why spend money to go to a concert you don’t want to hear?

• So he could meet his new pop princess girlfriend after he snuck backstage after the show, of course!

• The I Love Lucy™ Victorious™ effect! (Bobby name for false expectations caused by sit-coms)

• While we’re at it, don’t most Rom-com movies demonstrate illegal stalking?



Do What You Like, but Don’t Do it Here

• You could not hold up a bigger sign that says “I have a developmental disability, please sexually abuse me 

and take all my money” than to drop your pants and underwear at a urinal.

• “He looked like his face had been rubbed back and forth along a chain link fence.”



B.F. Skinner:  “I see no virtue in accident!”

• Bottom line.  If we don’t provide appropriate sex education, we leave it to chance.

- People will not learn appropriate behavior and may learn quite inappropriate behavior (or at least their 

behavior may not come under appropriate stimulus control)

- This may cause contact with law enforcement or violent interactions with a not-understanding general 

public.  This can lead to injury, incarceration or worse, or badly restricted movement.



If we do teach appropriate skills and concerns

• Individuals diagnosed with ASD have their best shot as having as stimulating and safe a sex/relationship 

life as anyone else.  

• If anyone wants copies of slides or of other presentations I referred to, hit me up at 

Bnewman@proudmomentsaba.com

mailto:Bnewman@proudmomentsaba.com

